[TPS and SCC antigens in diagnosis and monitoring treatment of patients with cervical cancer].
The purpose was to evaluate the usefulness of serum TPS and SCC assay for the monitoring radiotherapy of patients with cervical cancer. 38 patients with cervical cancer treated with radiotherapy were included in this study. The concentrations of TPS and SCC were determined prior to radiotherapy, after radiotherapy, 3 and 6 months after radiotherapy. The increase in TPS levels prior to treatment was observed in serum of 80% women, SCC rose by 71%. The frequency of increased results and absolute value of TPS levels showed tendency to significant increase together with development of disease and degree of histological differentiation. A significant decrease of TPS and SCC level was observed during radiotherapy. The TPS levels decreased above cut-off values in all patients, SCC in 90% patients with remission after radiotherapy. In cases of patients who still had high TPS antigen level after treatment, progression of cancer was found. These results suggest that TPS and SCC are useful in monitoring treatment of patients with cervical cancer.